Catering Details
Clarifications concerning the contribution of costs to catering:
In order to keep the costs of catering within a reasonable frame we have to charge a contribution to this costs
of €10,- per person (excluding children below the age of 16).
The basic contribution of €10,- includes:
Breakfast (Saturday and Sunday)
Lunch (soup, Saturday and Sunday)
Warm Buffett (Saturday evening)
5 alcoholic drinks (1drink = 0,5l beer or 0,2l wine resp.)
Whoever wants to attend the banquette in the castle on Saturday evening has to apply for it and pay a contribution of €30,-.
The contribution for the banquette of €30,- includes:
Breakfast (Saturday and Sunday)
Lunch (soup, Saturday and Sunday)
Banquette in the castles ‘Golden Saloon’ (Saturday evening)
5 alcoholic drinks (1drink = 0,5l beer or 0,2l wine resp.)
Places are limited to 60, therefore apply early if interested!
If requesting to do so actors may also decide to cater themselves (even so it would be quite difficult to get
around a whole weekend for less than €10,-). Should significant more actors register than foreseen it might
happen that we cannot feed all (our budget is not unlimited). In this case the date of registration decides who
will be catered and who not. If you wait too long it might therefore happen that you have to care for yourself.
In order to distinguish between both groups there will be billets given out. For usage in the tavern these can
be bought during the event (probably for €2,- per drink) regardless of being within the catering system or
not:
0,2l wine/ beer - €1,0,5l beer - €2,Further Logistics:
Drinking water and firewood will be free for everyone (braziers or fire bowls are necessary!). Parking lots for
cars and caravans are available (note in the registration-form). Gunpowder for artillery is free after application.

